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Abstract 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is one of the fastest manufacturing process in automotive industry. AM has lot of flexibility 
compared to the traditional manufacturing process and this gives freedom to the designer. Now a day the maximum number of 
automotive parts are manufactured through different AM systems depends on the functionality and manufacturing cost or time. 
This work deals with an automotive FlexBody Space-Frame Structure prototype fabrication. In this procedure, CAD Modeling is 
carried out using Creo 2.0, Finite Element Modeling and Analysis is carried out using HyperWorks 13.0. Using AM technique, 
an automotive FlexBody Space-Frame Structure is fabricated which is designed in conceptual design phase. This work also 
represents the methodology to join the parts of an automotive Space-Frame Structure made by dissimilar materials to achieve the 
maximum possible weight reduction with crashworthy performance as per the legal regulations. 
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1. Introduction 

The car body structure is one of the important vehicle systems that helps in mitigating the impact loads. 
Therefore, appropriate design measures should be taken while designing the car body structure.  
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According to the “absolute automotive theory” [4], a car body structure is designed considering following 
requisites: 

 Maximizing design and performance attributes 
 Maximizing space available for passengers, luggage and package components 
 Minimizing weight of the car body structure 
 Minimizing initial investment and production costs 

Over the years the profile based construction concept has been employed in different vehicles by different 
vehicle manufacturers. The aluminium space frame concept introduced by Audi AG [9] and the FlexBody 
construction concept introduced by Imperia [10] can be classified under the profile based structures. 

In the profile based car body structures, which may also be generally called as space-frame structures, the 
load carrying structure comprises of tubes or profile structures of different cross sections. The cross-sectional 
geometries of the profile structures range from regular square or rectangular shapes to irregular complex shapes. The 
profiles intersecting with other profiles at the junctions are connected with each other by welding or through casted 
joints. These car bodies are mainly constructed using aluminium profiles. However, steel profiles manufactured from 
different variants of steel also find application in the profile based structures. Steel profiles can be either used for 
constructing the whole body structure or can be used at strategic positions in the car body together with the 
aluminium profiles. The closing structures are generally constructed from metal sheets or CFRP and help in carrying 
the shear forces acting on the body structure. The outer skin of the profile based car body is generally manufactured 
using plastics or aluminium stampings. Various manufacturing techniques, such as deep drawing, extrusion, casting, 
hydroforming etc. are employed for the profile based car body structures. The choice of the manufacturing 
techniques highly depends on the vehicle batch size and the initial investment required [4], [5]. 

Additive manufacturing is a layer by layer manufacturing process in which addition of material takes place 
from layer to layer. Initially AM evolved as a Rapid Prototyping in 1984 and this technology was developed by 
Charles Hull. This technology works exactly opposite to the conventional mechanical processes like lathe or milling. 
The other names for Additive manufacturing includes Layered Manufacturing, 3D Printing, Solid Free Form 
Fabrication, Digital Fabrication and etc., By this technology the prototypes of the designed product can be built very 
easily. 

2. Development of Automotive FlexBody Space-Frame Structure 

This section presents an overview of simplified design approaches for an automotive FlexBody space-frame. 
Section 2.1 gives a brief summary of Multi Objective Structural Knowledgebase Concept Design Methodology [12]. 
Section 2.2 gives simplified Computer Aided Modeling and Analysis approaches for this methodology, and the 
Development of Designed FlexBody Space-frame Structure Prototype, relevant for this work, is presented in Section 
2.3. 

2.1. Multi Objective Knowledgebase Concept Design Methodology   

In order to design a car body structure, it is first important to know the requirements and constraints that 
should be considered while designing. Therefore, in the first step of Multi Objective Knowledgebase Concept 
Design approach, Vehicle Base Information, constraints, such as target mass, maximum allowable payload, 
dimensions of the target vehicle, package layout and exterior design are listed down. In the second step, Attribute 
Configuration, summarises the requirements related to the crash performance of the target car body those need to be 
considered during the design. In the third step, Topology Configuration, a wireframe topology of the target car body 
is created. In the next step, the Deformation Configuration, sets the deformation targets for individual car body 
components so that the overall target behaviour of the car body in a crash scenario could be achieved. In the next 
step, Section Configuration, designs the sections and materials of the profile structures of the new car body. In the 
next step, Joint Configuration, constructs the joints connecting the profile structures. In the last step, Virtual 
Validation, validates the constructed structure using conventional CAE techniques. 
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